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Then a middle-sized American city like Peoria or Akron could be selected, and

notification would be given that the people of the place would have a few days

to evacuate. No one in America would be willing to make a preventative

strike for just one city. Thus we could make sure that there will be no

widespread nuclear war. This is the bogeyman presented by the dupes of the

Russian central committee to weaken us into submission. So then, all the

Russians would need to do, once their superiority was absolutely clear and we

had a weak President and Congress, would be to give such a warning, and set a

date, on which they would drop a nuclear bomb, having given the people time to

evacuate their homes. Perhaps half of them might do so. The other half would

not believe the threat was genuine. Then the missile would come, killing the

remaining inhabitants. If the Russians clearly had nuclear superiority it

would be plain that nothing could be gained by shooting our missiles at

Russia, and surrender would be the only 'reasonable' course ("Better red than

dead"). We can be sure that this scenario will be carried through if the

American supporters of disarmament and opponents of nuclear power have their

way. Only by its complete abolition with free access to all former sites of

nuclear power in Russia available to international examiners, can the

certainty of this scenario be removed. If the plan for a Strategic Defense

Initiative (miscalled "Star Wars") is not fully developed and if the nuclear

power of this country is allowed to drop visibly below that of Russia we can

be sure that this is ahead for us or our children.

However, this is not the end of the story. In Russia every young man is

subject to military draft and very large standing armies are thoroughly

trained. My heart goes out to the hundreds of thousands of Russian young men

forced into military training, marched off with no voice of their own as to
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